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PELICAN PROFESSOR TEACHES TURTLE




The tranquil fishing village of Pelican, Alaska, is a long way from the 
ivory towers and computer banks of university cities in the "lower forty-eight."
So far in fact that the island community has but one school house, four teachers 
and only 50 students. But unlike most other small towns around the country,
Pelican has a UM professor of mathematics on sabbatical. A working sabbatical, of 
course.
"I have only 18 students," reports Dr. Johnny Lott, "The freshmen and 
sophomores arrived- only one of each. One girl announced that she did not do 
fractions. I forgot to assign lockers. The bell system doesn't work. What did 
I get myself into?"
Lott, who specializes in training of mathematics teachers and writing pre­
college mathematics texts, is on the remote Alaskan island to learn the problems 
and techniques associated with teaching "open-school" mathematics firsthand. 
Pelican's "open-school," like many country schools, combines several grades of 
students into the same classroom. In this situation, Lott hopes to observe the 
effectiveness of his teaching methods and discover ways to improve them.
But the task is not easy, as Lott found out when he discovered on his arrival 
that there were no established curriculum, written objectives or texts-- and annual 
teacher turnover at the small school was very high. For most people, the situation 
would have been hopeless, but for Lott it was a challenging opportunity.
(over)
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"It was the ideal situation for him," reports his friend and fellow UM 
mathematics professor, Rick Billstein. Lott put together his own courses, used 
his own texts, and finds the opportunity for learning himself almost overwhelming.
"It's important to get out of the ivory tower and see if our instruction (to 
elementary and secondary teachers) pays off, to find out what really works and 
to come back with ideas for improving our instruction," Billstein adds.
And then there is the computer. Lott will only say that he and the Pelican 
School principal "waylaid" it while it was en route to Anchorage, and later 
finagled permission to keep it. But by whatever means they came to acquire it, 
an Apple minicomputer now serves the Pelican school as an aid to the mathematics 
and computer curriculum. Lott is teaching the Pelican students LOGO, a new computer 
language of graphics developed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology to help 
teach mathematics, geometry and computer programming by involving students in 
the manipulation of graphic designs on a video screen. The graphics are drawn 
by giving commands to a "turtle," a moving character on the screen comparable 
to a pen point.
"The program is working great," reports Billstein, "the kids love it, and 
it's teaching them things they would probably never learn otherwise. In many ways 
they are ahead of kids in L.A. or San Francisco."
Meanwhile Lott is working on a revision of his textbook "Mathematics for 
Elementary School Teachers," co-authored by Billstein and UM mathematics professor Schlon 
Libeskind, and doing further research for the Comprehensive School Mathematics Project.
"All in all," writes Lott, "I cannot honestly say that this is the relaxing 
year I had planned, but I can say that it has been a learning experience for me.
I sincerely believe that all college and university educators who work with prospec­
tive teachers should be required to re-enter the pre-college classrooms."
While teaching the students, Lott finds himself learning a great deal about life
in rural Alaska. The local students know something of math and geometry because they 
use it in their daily live, fishing and navigating-- and they have taught the UM 
professor how important a practical application of mathematics is’to the successful 
teaching of it. ###
